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ABSTRACT 
Latitudinal gradients in biotic interactions have often been suggested as causes of global 
patterns of biodiversity and phenotypic variation. Plant biologists have long speculated that 
primarily outcrossing mating systems are more common at low than high latitudes owing to a 
greater predictability of plant-pollinator interactions in the tropics; however, these ideas have 
not previously been tested. Here, we present the first global biogeographic analysis of plant 
mating systems based on 624 published studies from 492 taxa. We found a weak decline in 
outcrossing rate toward higher latitudes and among some biomes, but no biogeographic 
patterns in the frequency of self-incompatibility. Incorporating life history and growth form into 
biogeographic analyses reduced or eliminated the importance of latitude and biome in 
predicting outcrossing or self-incompatibility. Our results suggest that biogeographic patterns in 
mating system are more likely a reflection of the frequency of life forms across latitudes rather 
than the strength of plant-pollinator interactions.   
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INTRODUCTION 
Geographic variation in the strength of biotic interactions is often considered central to 
explanations for latitudinal diversity gradients and the evolution of traits that mediate 
interactions (Mittelbach et al. 2007; Schemske et al. 2009). Stronger biotic interactions in the 
tropics may occur due to greater productivity and climate stability (Dobzhansky 1950; Paine 
1966, Pianka 1966). Those stronger biotic interactions, in turn, may have consequences for the 
evolution of enemy defenses and traits that mediate mutualistic interactions (e.g. Pennings et 
al. 2001; Dyer and Coley 2002; Moles et al. 2007). There is evidence from some studies of 
stronger interactions and greater specialization at low latitudes (reviewed in Coley and Barone 
1996; Schemske et al. 2009) but not others (e.g. Hille Ris Lambers et al. 2002; Moles et al. 2011; 
Ollerton 2012; Schleuning et al. 2012). Despite intensive efforts, there remains no consensus 
about the ubiquity of latitudinal biotic interactions gradients and their evolutionary 
consequences. 
Plant-pollinator interactions have been intensively studied because of their role in floral 
diversification (Kay and Sargent 2009). The strength and specialization of plant-pollinator 
interactions may be particularly consequential for effecting outcrossing and the evolution of 
mating systems. Mating system variation is common within and among seed plant lineages 
(Stebbins 1974; Schemske & Lande 1985; Barrett & Eckert 1990) including not only alternative 
extremes of predominant outcrossing or selfing but also “mixed mating” systems (Vogler & 
Kalisz 2001; reviewed in Goodwillie et al. 2005). It has been increasingly appreciated that plant-
pollinator interactions contribute substantially to the selection of mating systems by affecting 
pollen limitation of reproduction (Morgan & Wilson 2005), geitonogamous selfing (Lloyd 1992; 
Harder & Barrett 1995), and gamete discounting (Harder & Wilson 1998; Porcher & Lande 2005; 
Johnston et al. 2009). Studies of geographic variation in mating system have been particularly 
revealing of the contribution of plant-pollinator interactions to adaptive differentiation in 
mating system (e.g. Barrett et al. 1989; Moeller 2006). Although there is now evidence that 
selfers often occur at higher latitudes than their sister outcrossers (Grossenbacher et al. 2015), 
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and that geographic variation in mating system is related to the predictability of pollination 
environments (e.g. Moeller 2006; Alonso et al. 2007), it remains unclear as to whether these 
observations for single species or small groups of taxa scale up to global biogeographic patterns.  
Self-fertilization may be adaptive when it provides reproductive assurance in poor 
pollination environments (Darwin 1876; Lloyd 1992). This reproductive assurance hypothesis is 
often invoked because of the observation that selfing taxa are commonly associated with 
ephemeral and extreme environments where mate and pollinator availability are likely to be 
low (e.g. Baker’s Law: Baker 1955, Evans et al. 2011; Cheptou 2012). Experimental studies 
within individual systems provide support for the hypothesis that selfing is favored by selection 
in chronically poor pollination environments (e.g. Fishman & Wyatt 1999; Moeller & Geber 
2005; Eckert et al. 2006), particularly when pollinator availability fluctuates temporally (Kalisz et 
al. 2004), and in portions of geographic ranges where pollinators are scarce (Barrett et al. 1989; 
Moeller 2006). It has been suggested that the frequency of different plant mating systems 
varies among floras globally (reviewed in Lloyd 1980), but the extent to which such patterns 
exist and are driven by the biogeography of plant-pollinator interactions versus other factors 
remains unknown. 
 Previous studies propose the existence of a latitudinal gradient in plant mating systems 
where outcrossers are more frequent at low compared to high latitudes (reviewed in Lloyd 
1980). For example, some authors have suggested that the frequency of autonomous selfing 
increases with latitude within temperate regions (Kerner 1896; Kevan 1972). Others have noted 
that mechanisms enforcing outcrossing are especially prevalent at low latitudes (Ashton 1969; 
Bawa 1974). The possibility of a latitudinal gradient in mating system has been attributed to 
two potential mechanisms. First, animal pollinators may be less diverse and unreliable at high 
latitudes such that selfing ensures reproduction (hereafter the “pollination environment 
hypothesis”: Hagerup 1951; Baker 1966; see also Ollerton et al. 2006). This idea is consistent 
with general predictions that biotic interactions are stronger and more predictable at low 
compared to high latitudes (Dobzhansky 1950; MacArthur 1969; reviewed in Schemske et al. 
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2009). Support for this hypothesis is mixed: comparative studies suggest that plants have a 
greater diversity of pollination systems in the tropics (Ollerton et al. 2006); however, plant-
pollinator interactions are not more specialized there (Ollerton & Cranmer 2002; Schleuning et 
al. 2012) and pollen limitation of reproduction is potentially greater in regions of high plant 
species diversity (Vamosi et al. 2006). A latitudinal gradient in biotic interactions could expose 
plant populations to uncertain pollination environments and strong pollen limitation more 
often at high than low latitudes. Overall, global patterns of mating system variation and their 
relation to the diversity and predictability of plant-pollinator interactions remain poorly 
understood. 
Second, it has been suggested that the frequency of outcrossing may parallel geographic 
variation in life history and growth form (hereafter the “life form hypothesis”: Grant 1975; 
Levin 1975; reviewed in Lloyd 1980). Here, outcrossing may be more common in the tropics 
because those regions are dominated by a higher diversity of long-lived trees and other woody 
plants, whereas selfing may be more common in temperate environments that tend to contain 
more short-lived species. However, at the highest latitudes long-lived taxa also dominate 
ecosystems, which may suggest that latitudinal patterns are not linear. Previous analyses have 
shown a strong association between outcrossing and life history and growth form, even when 
accounting for phylogeny (Barrett et al. 1996). This close association has suggested that 
selection for higher selfing rates may be strongest in short-lived herbaceous plants where there 
is a premium on reproducing quickly because the number of future opportunities to reproduce 
is limited. By contrast, selection for selfing may be weaker in long-lived and/or woody plants 
where there are multiple opportunities for future reproduction (Morgan et al. 1997) and where 
inbreeding depression is stronger (Morgan 2001; Scofield & Schulz 2006). If the potential for 
alleles that promote selfing to increase in populations is greater for annuals than long-lived 
perennials, broad-scale patterns of mating system variation may be more strongly attributed to 
geographic variation in life form than pollinator predictability. These two hypotheses are not 
mutually exclusive but represent different mechanisms and make contrasting predictions. 
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 The objective of this study was to examine the global biogeography of mating system 
variation. The proportion of seeds produced through outcrossing (tm) has been estimated in 
many lineages of seed plants, typically using molecular markers, and this information has been 
synthesized in several previous analyses (Schemske & Lande 1985; Barrett & Eckert 1990; 
Barrett et al. 1996; Vogler & Kalisz 2001; Goodwillie et al. 2005). Here, we updated the existing 
database and collected new information on biogeography and life form. We tested whether 
mating system variation is associated with latitude, biome, life history, and growth form, while 
accounting for phylogeny. The finding of a latitudinal gradient in outcrossing rates, where 
outcrossing tended to decline with latitude, motivated us to evaluate alternative hypotheses 
for the observed pattern. If biogeography explains significant variation in outcrossing even after 
accounting for variation in life form, then this is consistent with the pollination environment 
hypothesis. Alternatively, a finding that life form is the only predictor of variation in outcrossing, 
with biogeography failing to explain significant residual variation, would more strongly support 
the life form hypothesis. 
 
METHODS 
Data collection 
We added published estimates of outcrossing rates for seed plants to an existing dataset 
that has accumulated through several decades and has been periodically analyzed (Schemske & 
Lande 1985; Barrett & Eckert 1990; Barrett et al. 1996; Vogler & Kalisz 2001; Goodwillie et al. 
2005). To obtain new outcrossing rates, we searched databases (WEB OF SCIENCE and GOOGLE 
SCHOLAR) for “tm”, “outcrossing rate”, and “selfing rate” through 2012. Only studies reporting 
outcrossing rates of natural plant populations were included. We treated subspecies as 
independent taxa. In total, our dataset included 624 studies of 492 taxa, with 197 studies and 
147 taxa added since the last published analysis (Goodwillie et al. 2005). We recorded the 
outcrossing rate (tm= the proportion of seeds outcrossed as opposed to self-fertilized) and 
whether the taxon exhibits self-incompatibility. Species were only designated as self-
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incompatible when a genetic mechanism of self-incompatibility was reported in the publication 
or in other primary literature (often discerned from crossing experiments). Species were 
unclassified if there was not an explicit mention as to whether a taxon was self-incompatible 
(SI) or self-compatible (SC). We were able to classify 331 taxa (67.3%) as SI (84, 25%) or SC (248, 
75). As with previous versions of the dataset, we averaged estimates of outcrossing rates within 
each study when multiple populations and years were included. 
For each study, we recorded the latitude of the study population when reported or we 
used GOOGLE EARTH to find the approximate latitude of the site(s) based on the published 
localities. Where multiple populations were studied, the latitudes were averaged. We used the 
absolute value of latitude (i.e. degrees away from the equator). We classified each study site(s) 
into one of eight biomes (Fig. 2; Table S4) based upon a description of the biome reported in 
the paper and by consulting published maps of biomes (e.g. Olson et al. 2001). Biome variation, 
as we have classified it, describes a gradient in net primary productivity (Whittaker 1975). We 
classified latitude for 550 studies (88.1%) and biome for 471 studies (75.5%). Unclassified 
publications are those where it was not possible to determine a specific location for the study, 
and therefore we were unable to determine a latitude or biome with confidence. Categories of 
biome were represented as follows: desert and arid scrub (36 studies, 7.6%), temperate 
grassland (28, 5.9%), Mediterranean/chapparal (101, 21.4%), boreal forest and taiga (35, 7.4%), 
tropical savanna (19, 4.0%), temperate deciduous forest (132, 28.0%), tropical seasonal forest 
(37, 7.9%), and tropical rainforest (83, 17.6%).  
We recorded life history and growth form from each publication, when reported, or via 
searches of the primary literature and regional floras. We classified life history for 619 studies 
(99.2%) and growth form for all studies. Life history was designated as annual (160 studies, 
25.8%), biennial (9, 1.5%), semelparous perennial (9, 1.5%), iteroparous perennial (438, 70.5%), 
or varies (5, 0.8%), indicating that individuals may differ in life history. Growth form was 
designated as herb (302 studies, 48.4%), vine (16, 2.6%), shrub (82, 13.1%), tree (223, 35.7%), 
or varies (1, 0.2%), indicating that individuals may differ in growth form. Theoretical studies 
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support this categorization of life history and growth form (Morgan 2001; Scofield & Schultz 
2006). 
 
Statistical Analyses 
For 97 taxa in the dataset, there were multiple published estimates of outcrossing rates 
(hereafter “outcrossing” or “tm”). Averaging across those estimates can be problematic when 
(1) mating systems are highly diverged among populations examined in different studies and (2) 
life form and biogeographical variables are not consistent among populations examined in 
different studies (e.g. annual populations examined in one study, perennial populations in 
another). Both of these issues were present, although not common, in our dataset. Therefore, 
we conducted each analysis by randomly selecting one published study from each taxon in the 
dataset. For each analysis, we repeated this procedure 1000 times and generated a distribution 
of p-values for each independent variable.  
To test for associations between outcrossing rate and biogeographic, growth form, and 
life history variables we first conducted a series of ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions that 
incorporated each potential predictor variable separately (latitude, biome, life history, and 
growth form), in pairwise combination, in triplet combination, and all four combined. We also 
explored whether a possible latitudinal relationship was curvilinear by incorporating a quadratic 
term into these models. We conducted the series of analyses with outcrossing rate and self-
incompatibility (SI) as alternative response variables. For outcrossing, we conducted analyses 
with outcrossing logit transformed and untransformed; the results were qualitatively the same 
so we only report analyses of untransformed data. For SI, we used a binomial model with a 
probit link function (a logit link provided very similar results). For both tm and SI, we performed 
separate analyses on data from (1) all seed plants, (2) only angiosperms (i.e. excluding 
gymnosperms), and (3) only animal-pollinated taxa. Variance inflation factors (VIF) indicated 
minimal collinearity among predictors and therefore we used all predictors in our analyses. 
Diagnostic plots of the residuals confirmed that there were no strong deviations from 
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homoscedasticity or high leverage points. Analyses were performed for each of the 1000 
datasets generated by resampling; we report the mean and range of p-values for each variable. 
We considered variables to be significant when the 95% confidence interval of the distribution 
of p-values fell below 0.05. All analyses were conducted in R (R Core Team 2014).  
Because life history and growth form proved to be the strongest predictors of variation 
in tm, and because latitudinal patterns were not significant when these factors were included in 
models, we conducted analyses examining latitudinal and biome variation within life form 
categories. We had sufficient sample sizes to examine two life history categories (annuals, 
iteroparous perennials) and two growth form categories (herbs and trees). In all cases, we 
conducted univariate analyses taking latitude and biome separately, along with bivariate 
analyses including both predictors.  
Finally, we also tested whether the frequency of life histories and growth forms varied 
with latitude using multinomial logistic regressions in the nnet package of R (version 7.3-8; 
Venables & Ripley 2002). To examine potential curvilinearity to these relationships across 
latitudes, we constructed models that included latitude as both linear and quadratic terms.   
 
Analyses incorporating phylogeny 
We conducted a second set of analyses that accounted for evolutionary history using 
phylogenetic comparative methods. First, we used PHYLOMATIC v.3 (R20120829.new tree; 
http://phylodiversity.net/phylomatic/; Webb & Donoghue 2005) to generate a phylogeny for all 
taxa in the dataset. Second, we quantified phylogenetic signal in outcrossing rate for 10 
randomly selected datasets using Blomberg’s K (Blomberg et al. 2003), which was conducted 
using the picante package v. 1.6-2 in R (Kembel et al. 2010). Values of K near zero indicate a lack 
of phylogenetic signal, with no correlation between phylogenetic relatedness and trait value. 
Values approaching one indicate trait evolution along a phylogeny consistent with Brownian 
motion. We tested for significant differences from zero by comparing the observed K to those 
calculated after randomly permuting taxa across the tips of the tree 9,999 times. Third, we 
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examined the relation between outcrossing and each potential predictor while accounting for 
phylogeny. We tested each variable separately and all combined. For the continuous predictor 
(latitude), we used a phylogenetic least squares (PGLS) regression. For the categorical 
predictors (biome, life history, growth form), we performed phylogenetic independent 
contrasts using the brunch algorithm, which allows for categorical variables to be considered 
nominal (Burt 1989). Both sets of analyses were conducted using the caper package v. 0.5.2 in R 
(Orme et al. 2013). For the combined analysis, using all four predictors, we conducted a PGLS 
regression. This approach requires categorical variables to be ordinal. Biome was ordered 
according to net ecosystem productivity (from low to high: desert and arid shrubland, 
temperate grassland, chaparral and shrubland, taiga, savanna, temperate deciduous forest, 
tropical seasonal forest, tropical rainforest; Reichle 1970; Whittaker 1975), life history was 
ordered by frequency of reproduction and then lifespan (annual, biennial, semelparous 
perennial, iteroparous perennial), and growth form was ordered by secondary growth and size 
(herbaceous, shrub, vine, tree). Because the resampling procedure used for OLS analyses 
revealed consistent outcomes among the 1000 resampled datasets, we conducted PGLS 
analyses on a randomly selected subset of 10 datasets. 
We also examined latitudinal variation in outcrossing within the four families best 
represented in the dataset: Fabaceae (70 spp.), Pinaceae (42 spp.), Asteraceae (32 spp.), and 
Myrtaceae (30 spp). In each case, we conducted univariate analyses of latitude and multivariate 
analyses that included life history and growth form, if possible. The Pinaceae in our dataset 
were all iteroparous trees and the Myrtaceae were all perennials and only exhibited growth 
form variation (shrub vs. tree). It was not possible to include biome as a factor as there were 
many biome categories and too little replication of each within families.  
Finally, we examined the relationship between SI and each predictor while accounting 
for phylogeny using phylogenetic logistic regressions (Ives & Garland 2010; Ho & Ane 2014). 
These analyses were conducted using the phyloglm function in the R package phylolm v. 2.0 (Ho 
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& Ane 2014). As with analyses of outcrossing rate, we conducted separate univariate analyses 
for each variable along with a multivariate analysis including all four independent variables.  
 
RESULTS 
Biogeographic and ecological correlates of outcrossing 
A complete reanalysis of the distribution of outcrossing rates based upon our updated 
dataset is presented in Appendix S1. Those analyses provided three key insights: (1) the 
distribution was best fit by a Gaussian mixture model with four modes, and differed 
significantly from the first report of the database in 1985 (2) there was a significant increase in 
outcrossing (tm) over the 57 years of study, and (3) tm was greater in self-incompatible than self-
compatible taxa (for more detail please see Appendix S1).  
For all seed plants, ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions indicated that all four 
predictors were significantly correlated with outcrossing rate when each predictor was 
considered alone (Appendix S2, S3). Latitude and biome explained little variance in tm (mean R2 
= 0.01 and 0.05, respectively; Appendix S2) whereas life history and growth form explained 
substantial variance in tm (mean R2 = 0.25 and 0.24, respectively). The 1000 resampled data sets 
consistently exhibited these patterns. Outcrossing rate declined significantly with increasing 
latitude (Fig. 1). We found that tm was consistently lower in chapparal/Mediterranean than 
tropical rainforest biomes and in some resampled datasets tm was also lower in 
chapparal/Mediterranean than taiga/boreal forest and savanna biomes (Fig. 2, Appendix S4). 
The association between life history, growth form, and tm closely paralleled previous findings. 
Annuals had lower tm than semelparous perennials or iteroparous perennials (Fig. 3, Appendix 
S4). Herbs had consistently lower tm than trees; other contrasts were significantly different in 
some datasets but not others (Fig. 3, Appendix S4).  
When all variables were considered together, only life history and growth form 
predicted tm across seed plants (Appendices S2, S3). In fact, latitude and biome were never 
significant when models included either life history or growth form (Appendices S2, S3). This 
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was also true if we allowed for a curvilinear relationship (quadratic term) between tm and 
latitude (results not shown). Analyses including only angiosperms or only animal-pollinated taxa 
were very similar to those presented here for all taxa (Appendices S2, S3, S4).  
Given the importance of life history and growth form as predictors of outcrossing, we 
conducted separate analyses to ask whether latitudinal gradients or biome variation in 
outcrossing rate were apparent when life form categories were examined separately (e.g. 
latitudinal variation within annuals). Sample sizes were sufficient to examine annuals, 
iteroparous perennials, herbs, and trees. In no case did we detect a significant latitudinal 
gradient either when latitude was analyzed alone or in combination with biome (Appendix S5).  
As expected, tm was significantly greater for SI compared to SC taxa in our dataset 
(means: SI = 0.86, SC = 0.60; t = 7.4, P < 0.0001). Binomial models did not detect a significant 
association between the probability of self-incompatibility and latitude or biome from 
univariate analyses (Appendices S6, S7). As with analyses of outcrossing, we found a significant 
association between SI and both life history and growth form. The probability of SI was highest 
for iteroparous perennials and trees and lowest for annuals and herbs (Fig. 3, Appendix S8). 
Analyses incorporating all four predictor variables revealed similar patterns. Analyses including 
all taxa or just angiosperms revealed that life history was the only significant predictor, whereas 
analyses of just animal-pollinated species revealed that both life history and growth form were 
significant predictors (Appendix S8). 
Life history and growth form varied significantly with latitude (Appendix S9). For life 
history, annuals increased in frequency relative to iteroparous perennials with latitude; 
however, this relationship was significantly curvilinear with annuals reaching peak frequency in 
the temperate zone (ca. 35-45 degrees; Appendix S9). For growth form, herbaceous plants 
increased in frequency relative to trees and shrubs with latitude. There was also significant 
curvilinearity to growth form variation primarily because shrubs were most common in 
subtropical to temperate zones (ca. 15-35 degrees). 
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Accounting for phylogeny in biogeographic analyses 
 We detected significant phylogenetic signal for outcrossing rate and latitude (mean K = 
0.12 for both); although K values were not large, they differed significantly from zero (Appendix 
S10). When excluding gymnosperms, both variables still showed significant signal (mean K = 
0.14 and 0.17, respectively; Appendix S11). 
When accounting for phylogeny, we found associations between outcrossing and both 
life history and growth form; however, neither latitude nor biome was significant (Appendices 
S2, S4). Similarly, when all four factors were incorporated into a combined analysis, only life 
history and growth form explained significant variation in outcrossing (Appendix S2). These 
results were consistent across the 10 resampled datasets.  
We also examined biogeographic patterns within the four clades represented by the 
most taxa (Fig. 4). Univariate analyses revealed a significant negative correlation of outcrossing 
with latitude in the Fabaceae (Fig. 5; R2 = 0.18, P < 0.001) and Myrtaceae (R2 = 0.21, P = 0.013) 
but not the Asteraceae (R2 = -0.003, P = 0.373) or Pinaceae (R2 = 0.05, P = 0.110). All Pinaceae in 
our dataset had outcrossing rates above 0.5, limiting the potential to detect any latitudinal 
pattern. For the Fabaceae and Asteraceae, we were able to conduct analyses including life 
history and growth form and in both cases found that life history was the strongest (and 
significant) predictor (Fabaceae: LH, P < 0.001; GF, P = 0.281; Asteraceae: LH, P = 0.004; GF, P = 
0.864) and that latitude was not significant in either case (Fabaceae: P = 0.520; Asteraceae: P = 
0.057). For the Myrtaceae, there was only variation in growth form (shrub vs. tree) and analyses 
indicated that both growth form and latitude were significant predictors (GF, P = 0.014; 
Latitude, P = 0.010). For the Pinaceae, all representatives were iteroparous perennial trees so 
no additional analyses were possible.  
 Life history and growth form predicted SI in univariate analyses; however as with tm, 
latitude and biome were not significant predictors (Appendices S5, S6). Similarly, iteroparous 
perennials and trees were more likely to be SI than annuals and herbs. In the multivariate 
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analysis, only life history predicted SI. The results were consistent across the 10 resampled 
datasets. 
  
DISCUSSION 
Latitudinal gradients in biotic interactions have been of broad interest to ecologists 
because of their potential importance in driving patterns of biodiversity and phenotypic 
variation. In plants, there has long been speculation about latitudinal gradients in plant-
pollinator interactions, and their consequences for mating system evolution. However, no 
previous study has attempted to synthesize across studies to test for global biogeographic 
patterns. Using a database of outcrossing estimates (tm) from seed plants published over 57 
years, we tested for biogeographic patterns and the potential underlying mechanisms 
generating those patterns. We detected a decline in tm with increasing latitude and 
heterogeneity in tm among biomes (e.g. tropical vs. Mediterranean). By contrast, the probability 
of SI did not vary with latitude and was only weakly and inconsistently associated with biome. 
The presence of a latitudinal gradient in tm but not SI may occur because genetic SI is only one 
way in which plants can enforce outcrossing; floral mechanisms in SC taxa (dichogamy and 
herkogamy) can also minimize selfing. Our results are consistent with speculation in the 
literature that mating systems vary latitudinally (reviewed in Lloyd 1980) but suggest that the 
pattern is not particularly strong and the causative interpretation complex.   
Mating systems are highly labile features of plants (Stebbins 1974) and our quantitative 
analyses of phylogenetic signal are consistent with this. Both tm and SI had low but significant 
values of K (indicating little phylogenetic conservation). This signal across very wide 
phylogenetic breadth of seed plants may represent variation among clades in the probability 
that selfing taxa arise from outcrossers and/or persist over evolutionary time (Goldberg et al. 
2010). Alternatively, signal may arise in our data set because taxa are so sparsely and unevenly 
distributed across the seed plant phylogeny. Some families were sampled out of proportion to 
the number of species in those families. For example, the dataset contains 70 species of 
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Fabaceae (albeit a large family) whereas many others contain single species (32 of 91 families). 
Although phylogenetic signal was weak, accounting for it in biogeographic analyses affected the 
significance of latitude and biome as predictors of tm. We found significant phylogenetic signal 
for latitude, suggesting that some clades are non-randomly distributed across latitude. If mating 
system is conserved to some extent in those clades, the association between mating system 
and latitude could be explained in part by phylogenetic patterns. For example, gymnosperms 
are more diverse at mid compared to low latitudes (peak diversity between ca. 30-40 N and S 
of equator: Farjon & Filer 2013) unlike angiosperms, which increase in diversity continuously up 
to the equator (Kreft & Jetz 2007). Since gymnosperms are typically highly outcrossing, we 
expected that this geographic pattern could contribute to the overall latitudinal pattern that we 
observed. However, when gymnosperms were excluded from the analysis the biogeographic 
patterns remained qualitatively similar. Clades other than gymnosperms must also be 
influencing the latitudinal gradient observed in OLS analyses. 
 We tested the prediction that biomes with high productivity differ in mating system 
because of the reliability of plant-pollinator interactions (Ollerton et al. 2006) but found only 
weak support. In univariate analyses, outcrossing was higher among taxa from tropical 
rainforests than chapparal/Mediterannean habitats. This pattern was also apparent in 
multivariate analyses of SI that accounted for phylogeny. However, tropical rainforest taxa 
exhibited a similar distribution of tm compared to those from boreal forest/taiga and 
desert/shrubland. Despite some significant contrasts among individual biomes, tm was highly 
variable within and mean tm was rather consistent across biomes.  
 
Pollinator vs. life form hypothesis 
 The two hypotheses that we explored are not necessarily mutually exclusive but lead to 
alternative predictions about the importance of life form variation, alone, in explaining patterns 
of mating system variation. It is possible that both biogeography (latitude and biome) and life 
form (life history and growth form) jointly determine biogeographic patterns of tm. However, in 
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our analyses only the latter predicted outcrossing. Life form variables remained significant 
predictors in multivariate analyses that accounted for phylogeny. We found very similar results 
for SI. Taken together, these findings support the premise that latitudinal variation in 
outcrossing is due in large part to the biogeographical variation in plant life history and growth 
form evident in our dataset (Appendix S9) and previous biogeographic surveys (Grant 1975; 
Levin 1975; reviewed in Lloyd 1980). It is important to note that while there is a significant 
linear component to the latitudinal gradient in life history and growth form (greater frequency 
of iteroparous perennials and trees in the tropics), the relationship is also significantly 
curvilinear because the highest frequency of annuals and shrubs occurs at mid-latitudes 
(Appendix S9). Interestingly, although there is some suggestion of curvilinearity to the 
latitudinal pattern of outcrossing, a quadratic term was not significant in our analyses. 
Although biotic interactions have been hypothesized to be stronger and more 
specialized at low latitudes (Schemske et al. 2009), recent analyses of plant-pollinator 
interaction networks have indicated that these interactions may be less specialized in the 
tropics than originally thought (Olesen & Jordano 2002; Ollerton & Cranmer 2002; Schleuning et 
al. 2012). There is also evidence that the diversity of pollination systems is greater in the tropics 
(Ollerton et al. 2006); however, it remains unclear whether this broad functional variation in 
pollination systems contributes in any meaningful way to the predictability of pollinator service 
and the evolution of mating system strategies. Finally, a synthetic analysis has suggested that 
pollen limitation of reproduction is strongest in areas where plant species richness is highest, 
potentially owing to greater competition for pollinators in those regions (Vamosi et al. 2006). 
This pattern is especially pronounced for self-incompatible species and trees. An alternative 
explanation is that the density and abundance of mates is reduced in highly diverse areas (high 
alpha diversity is associated with low density of compatible mates), which could similarly result 
in pollen limitation. Greater plant competition via pollinators, mate limitation due to low 
densities, and lower specificity of plant-pollinator relations in the tropics may all contribute to 
the shallow latitudinal gradient in mating systems. 
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Our work complements a recent comparative analysis which suggested that selfers 
occur at somewhat higher latitudes and have larger geographic ranges than their sister 
outcrossers (Grossenbacher et al. 2015). It is also consistent with the finding that asexuals occur 
at higher latitudes than sexuals in two sections of the genus Oenothera (Johnson et al. 2010). 
The complementary results of these studies suggest that the divergence of selfers from 
outcrossers (and asexuals from sexuals) may occur more frequently at species’ northern range 
margins; however the causes of these patterns remain poorly understood. For individual 
systems, the bias toward selfers at higher latitudes could reflect selection for selfing that 
occurred during range expansion, such as during postglacial migration. Populations at the 
leading edge of an expanding range may suffer from a shortage of both compatible mates and 
effective pollinators (Hargreaves & Eckert 2013). This sort of phenomenon could influence 
comparative analyses of mating system variation as most taxa studied occur in temperate and 
boreal regions that were strongly affected by glacial cycles. 
 
Considerations and Conclusions 
 Estimates of outcrossing (tm) in natural plant populations have been generated for > 57 
years by many researchers for a variety of reasons and hence we still lack a truly random 
sample of taxa across biogeography or life forms. In previous datasets, sampling biases against 
species with extreme outcrossing values (both high and low tm) were identified due to the 
exclusion of highly selfing species, species with SI, and dioecious species (Igic & Kohn 2006; 
Goodwillie et al. 2010). In the current version of the dataset, we found a considerably higher 
representation of highly outcrossing, SI, and mixed mating taxa compared to previous versions 
(Appendix S1). For example, the fraction of taxa that are SI in the current dataset is nearly twice 
as great as reported previously (25 vs. 13%; Igic and Kohn 2006); nevertheless, the current 
dataset is not free from bias. The sparse sampling of taxa across the seed plant phylogeny also 
makes it challenging to resolve phylogenetic signal and its potential contribution to 
biogeographic patterns. Nonetheless, the major patterns observed in our study are not likely to 
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be affected by lingering biases in the dataset given that those biases would have to occur 
differently across latitudes or with respect to life form to have an important influence.  
Overall, our work has suggested that there is a latitudinal gradient in mating system (as 
quantified by outcrossing) that is influenced to some extent by phylogenetic signal. Our 
analyses indicate that mating system variation is more strongly related to life form variation 
than geography, which casts some doubt on the idea that pollination environments are the 
primary driver of the broader latitudinal gradient. Instead they suggest that for shorter-lived 
organisms, there is a premium on reproducing, which may often select for selfing due to its 
reproductive assurance value (e.g. Herlihy & Eckert 2002; Kalisz et al. 2004; Moeller & Geber 
2005; Eckert et al. 2006). Resolving the mechanisms driving the latitudinal gradient described 
here will require detailed examination of mating system variation among populations within 
individual species along with plant-pollinator interactions (Moeller 2006; Hargreaves et al. 
2015). To date, few studies have tackled this problem, but it is likely that species with broad 
latitudinal distributions spanning biomes may be the most profitable to examine first.  
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
 
Figure 1. The upper two panels show the relationship between the probability of self-
incompatibility and latitude and the relationship between outcrossing rate (tm) and latitude. P-
values are shown for univariate OLS analyses. The lower panel shows histograms of outcrossing 
rate at 10 degree intervals of latitude. For all panels, latitude is expressed as the absolute value 
of latitude, measuring the distance from the equator in both hemispheres.  
 
Figure 2. Box plots of outcrossing rates for each of the eight biome categories used in our 
analyses. Biomes are arranged ordinally from left to right according to net ecosystem primary 
productivity. The number of species represented by each biome is shown above the box plots. 
For each boxplot, the middle line is the median and the top and bottom edges represent the 
25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. The whiskers extend to 1.5 interquartile ranges from the 
median or to the maximum or minimum points, whichever is closer. The p-value is shown from 
the univariate OLS analysis.  
 
Figure 3. The upper panels show box plots of outcrossing in relation to life history and growth 
form. The lower panels show means and standard errors for the probability of self-
incompatibility for life history and growth form categories estimated from logistic regression 
models. The number of species represented by each category is shown above each plot. P-
values are shown for the univariate OLS analyses.  
 
Figure 4. Latitudinal variation in outcrossing rate for four seed plant families represented by the 
largest number of taxa. The predictor is the absolute latitude, i.e. the degrees from the equator. 
Slopes are shown for the two families for which the relation was significant. P-values are shown 
for the univariate OLS regressions.  
